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Camera Image[’’] AOmega Start

DECam
(US) ~ 1 30.0 2012

HSC
(JP) ~ 0.6 91.3 2012

LSST
(US) (~0.8) 347.8 (2022)

Comparison



Survey Progress

• ~ 200 nights done by May 2018

Progress 
almost  

stopped  
due to 

**BAD** 
weather



Survey Progress Rate

• What was wrong ? 

• Weather: Ratio of Survey quality night (T > 0.3, seeing < 1’’.3):  60 
% not 70 %: 0.85 (unlucky)　 

• Weather has long time scale noise (1/f noise) that might 
causes large deviation from the average 

• Time between exposures: 35 sec not 20 sec: 0.93 (hardware 
team was optimistic) 

• Addition of short (30 sec) exposure: 0.94 (team’s decision)

0.85 * 0.93 * 0.94  ~ 0.75

• Progress rate is ~ 75 % of what we originally anticipated when we 
prepared the proposal (~ 1.5 years before the commissioning).
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classical mode observation only

Nov, Dec, 2018 
The turn over suggests 
the weather improved.
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Observation statistics
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Subaru observatin 1/25 - 2/21 2019
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Survey Prospect

• The rest of 100 nights will be split into W and D/
UD with 2:1 

• Using 33 nights, D/U will complete 80 % 

• Using 66 nights, W is going to be …



Survey Prospect



Survey prospect

Wide: 72 %

Using 66 nights



Survey prospect
If we have 30 more nights

Wide: 84 % and more rectangular survey field



HSC SSP

Data Release
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Background and baseline plan contd.

● There has been a delay in the schedule due to the primary mirror recoating.

● Iwata-san says that the increased additional period of 7.6 months will be approved by SAC.

● But, there has been a concern within the collaboration that the proprietary period of the 
processed data is too short (9 months) to fully exploit the data.

Internal release Release date Data included

S15B 2016/01 -2015/11

S16A 2016/08 -2016/04

S17A 2017/07 -2017/05

S17B – –

S18A ~2018/05 -2018/01

S18B ~2018/11 -2018/07

S19A ~2019/05 -2019/01

S19B ~2019/11 -2019/07

S20A ~2020/05 -2020/01

PDR2 on 2019/02

+7.6 months proprietary 

period of raw data

PDR3 on 2021/02 (ref)

+8.1 months  proprietary 

period of raw data

PDR1 on 2017/02

~2019/05

~2021/05



30 Nights Request

• 2018/09: Request submitted to Subaru Science 
Advisory Committee (SAC) 

• 2019/01: Presentation and discussions at Subaru 
User’s Meeting  

• 2019/03: Discussions at SAC 

• Almost favorable. No proposal necessary. But, we 
need to prepare a (few) viewgraph that 
demonstrate clear scientific merits by next SAC 
(22 Mar)
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HSC SSP

Collaboration with eROSITA

Figure 4 – eFEDS fields: We propose to place the proposed survey (blue rectangles) within the Spring Equatorial field of the wide tier
of the Hyper Suprime-Cam imaging survey (green-shaded region). This is to enable weak lensing studies for both X-ray clusters and
AGN. The HSC-Wide area is also covered by the VST-KiDS+VISTA-VIKING surveys (red dashed line), which yield 12-band optical
and near-infrared photometry. These data are a prerequisite for the proper characterization of the background galaxy population used
in the weak lensing analysis. The GAMA survey fields within the HSC region are shown with the red hatched rectangles. Our goal is
to maximise the overlap between the eFEDS and the GAMA fields. Additional optical spectroscopy is available from the SDSS-I/II/III
and 2QZ surveys. Also shown in the figure are existing Chandra, XMM-Newton and Swift-XRT observations. The COSMOS (2deg2,
Cappelluti et al., 2009; Civano et al., 2016) and XMM-ATLAS (6deg2, Ranalli et al., 2015) contiguous surveys are visible. The 100%
visibility window during the PV phase for a eROSITA launch on 2018-03-01 is indicated with the horizontal black bar at Dec=+4.5 deg,
the 50% visibility window is indicated with dashed grey extensions.

Figure 5 – Expected optical magnitude distribution of the
eFEDS AGN: Cumulative distribution of r-band magnitude of the
optical counterparts on X-ray selected sources at the eRASS8 limit.
This is estimated using simulations based on the XMM-XXL field
X-ray source catalogue (Liu et al., 2016). The solid red line shows
the optical magnitude limit of the Subaru-HSC wide survey.

program, the eROSITA cluster cosmology work will be
severely limited by lack of low mass constraints.

The proposed AGN science will help us understand
the X-ray source population of the eRASS, optimise
tools for the analysis and interpretation of the data and
enable early science results using the full eRASS depth
data shortly after launch in a field with a unique set of
multi-wavelength and spectroscopic data.

The demonstration of the core eROSITA science at
the early stages of the mission is very important for the
organization of follow-up programs, public outreach
and funding applications.

Figure 6 – eSASS exposure map simulation of one of the three
60 deg2 fields that make up the proposed survey shown in Fig. 4.
This is composed of three 4⇥5 deg scanning-mode units. An on-
time for the 4⇥5 deg field of 61.2 ks, results in a highly homoge-
neous exposure of 2.5ks per pixel.

4. Justification of use of eROSITA
Only eROSITA has the grasp to survey efficiently
wide sky-areas to the proposed point-source flux limit
(fX(0.5 � 2 keV) ⇡ 1.5 ⇥ 10�14 erg s�1 cm�2). The
eROSITA’s goal for precision cosmology using X-ray
clusters requires the use of cluster mass proxies. The
baseline approach is to employ eROSITA observable
quantities (e.g. X-ray luminosity) to estimate masses.
This however, further requires the independent calibra-
tion of the relation between the eROSITA observable
and the cluster mass using e.g. weak-lensing maps to
determine the latter. Such a calibration can only be
done using the eROSITA data at the appropriate depth
to capture all the systematic and random uncertainties
associated with the specific X-ray dataset, including
cluster selection. Only eROSITA data can therefore be
used to calibrate the scaling relation between eROSITA
observables and cluster mass.

5. Special calibration requirements
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Figure 4 – eFEDS fields: We propose to place the proposed survey (blue rectangles) within the Spring Equatorial field of the wide tier

~75 %~50 %~55 %

Progress on eFEDS region



Collaboration with eROSITA

• Launch postponed to Summer 2019 (from March )
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• 9 h Field is most likely to be observed

• Science cases 

• WL cluster mass calibration 

• AGNs
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Development of High Speed CMOS
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NAOJ-HPK Collaboration

• Large format (equivalent with 2k4k 15 µm CCD) 

• All digital for fast readout (~ 10 Hz) 

• High QE (as much as possible) in red (thick BI)

CCD development since 1993

1998 2008 2011

New CMOS development since 2016 
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Front-side Illuminated CMOS

• 2,560 x 10,000 

• 7.5 µm pixel 

• Full well ~ 30,000 e 

• R.N. ~ 2 e 

• Dark: 90 e/s/pix @ 300 K

• 6.5 Hz (Goal 10 Hz)
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Back Illuminated CMOS
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Back Illuminated CMOS
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裏面入射版試作 分光感度(QE)特性

2次納入品仕様
48% @400nm
60% @800nm

HPK-confidential

・4種類のプロセス条件で裏面入射版センサの特性を評価しました
・条件2と4がS14596-6680と同サイズ受光面、条件1と3は受光面約1cm角の試作チップです
・条件2と4について次頁以降で面内感度均一性を評価しています

Wavelength[nm]

QE
[%
]

プロセス条件:サンプルNo.
条件1: SXGA-W7-2
条件2: L02-W7-4
条件3: SXGA-W3-8
条件4: L02-W10-4
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Back Illuminated CMOS
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裏面入射版試作 感度均一性(ラインプロファイル)

青色LED(470nm) 赤色LED(660nm) 近赤外LED(880nm)
Y=
1

Y=
10
00
0

出力[DN]

行番号

感度P-p
赤：10.9％
青：10.6％
赤外：19.2％

プロセス条件2: L02-W7-4

PSF プロファイル@880nm

σ=0.73pixel（5.5um)

HPK-confidential

均一光照射時の出力画像
出力プロファイル(X=1560)

・プロセス条件2の感度均一性は可視域で11%弱、880nmでは19.2%でした。
・面内均一性(全画素内での最大と最小)は資料作成中です。
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CMOS Prospects

• 2 ~ 3 scientific grade CMOSs will be delivered 
under the contract covered by this grant. 

• Test observing at a small telescope in FY19 

• 10 is necessary to cover Subaru Prime Focus 
focal plane. 

• Further grant must be secured.

d = 0.5 deg
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Summary

2018 
02


